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MHS Strives to Save the Sound

By: Emmiley Genua

 The Environmental Club at MHS 
is trying to help save the Long Island 
Sound. They began with a fundraiser. 
Administration allowed students to wear 
hats on Oct. 28 as long as they paid a dollar 
towards the fundraiser. Brooke Dominello, 
president of the Environmental Club said, 
“I think it’s pretty cool what the club is 
doing to help save the Sound. We do as 
much as we can in our club to help better 
our environment.” 
 Environmentalists want to make 
the beaches safer on the Long Island 
Sound. They are doing what they can to 
help with bacteria pollution. Bacteria 
pollution causes beaches to close. 
According to ctenvironment.org, in 2011, 
Westchester, New York had 140 beaches 
closed due to pollution. In 2012, only 111 
beaches were closed.
 To improve the water, 
environmentalists have to find the source 
of pollution. The Long Island Sound 
volunteers, according to ctenvironment.
org, were able to test 20 different locations. 

The workers found and were able to repair 
two large open waste sources. These 
waste sources were only a yard away from 
public beaches. 
 The bacteria pollution and the 
waste sources going into the Long Island 
Sound also harm the wildlife. About 40 
years ago there were millions of river 
herring and menhaden fish in the coastal 
rivers. Those fish attracted many other 
types of fish like blue fish, striped bass, 
etc. Today, the rivers only have a few 
thousand fish. Many of the big fish are 
starting to die without the smaller fish 
around. The volunteer workers plan on 
doing fish counting and are planning to 
keep track of the migrating fish. 
 Since 2002, the volunteer workers 
have been able to do over 20 projects 
to help restore miles of river and marsh 
areas. 

New teachers of MHS
By: Emmiley Genua
 Montville High School has a few 
new teachers this school year. The teachers 
are Ms. Barnes of the mathematics 
department, Mr. Batista of the history 
department, Mrs. Morrone who teaches in 
the culinary program, and Sra. Diaz who 
teaches Spanish.
 When asked how each teacher 
likes MHS so far, Mrs. Morrone 
responded, “So far I love it. I think the kids 
are respectful and eager to learn. And the 
staff members made the transition easier 
with all of their support.” Mrs. Morrone 
has a lot to offer to the culinary program 
here at Montville. She said, “I would love 
to see the culinary program start being run 
by the students and have the café club run 
by them as well and prepare the food by 
themselves. And one day I hope to retire 
at Montville High School.” 
 Ms. Barnes responded to the same 
question, “I love it here and the people are 
friendly.” Ms. Barnes loves teaching and 
working with students every day, “I love 
interacting with students on a daily basis 
and I love when my students are able to 
find success. And some day I hope to see 
myself retire from MHS.”
 Mr. Batista is our new social 
studies teachers. He said, “MHS has 
been an extremely welcoming place. 
Both teachers and students have gone 
out of their way to introduce themselves 
and have eagerly answered any question 
that I have about MHS.” Mr. Batista 
really enjoys teaching so he can watch 
as the learning takes place. He plans on 
continuing to teach social studies for now. 
Mr. Batista said, “Transitions are always 
a little hard, especially this late into the 
school year but overall, it has been much 
smoother than I ever anticipated.” 
 Sra. Dias is the new part-time 
Spanish teacher.  She splits her teaching 
responsibilities with MHS and Tyl Middle 
School.

Environmental club president Brooke Dominello.                             .                   Photo By: Fernanda Reyes
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SPORTS
Marijuana Use in the NFL

By: Emmiley Genua and Staff Editor

 Recently, arrests of NFL players 
for the possession of marijuana has 
skyrocketed. Apparently, a lot of players 
believe that since they’re famous they 
should receive special treatment--that 
they shouldn’t get in trouble for things 
they consider menial. In the past several 
years it seems that drugs and domestic 
violence have been a very big part of the 
NFL. 
 Examples of players breaking the 
law are numerous. Jonathon Newsome, 
for instance, a former Indianapolis Colts 
linebacker, was arrested for having 
marijuana in his apartment. Police 
received a noise complaint and when they 
went to investigate, marijuana was found.  
Newsome was sent to Boone County Jail 
for not one, but two counts of possession.  
Jaelen Strong, wide receiver for Houston 
Texas also was arrested for the possession 
of marijuana. In the car with Strong 
was Damarious Randall from the Green 
Bay Packers. When police noticed that 
Jaelen’s car had no visible license plate, 

they pulled the two men over. Strong was 
honest and came out and told them he in 
possession of marijuana.  Both Strong 
and Randall were arrested and taken to 
Scottsdale City Jail. Rick Smith, Texans 
manager said, “The Houston Texans are 
aware of the incident regarding WR (wide 
receiver) Jaelen Strong in Scottsdale, 
Arizona.  We are disappointed in the 
choices Jaelen made to put himself in this 
situation.”  Many question whether or 
not that was a strong enough statement to 
make, or if it trivialized the situation.
 Tre Mason, the running back 
for Los Angeles Rams, was subdued 
with a taser in Hollywood, Florida for 
resisting arrest after being pulled over 
for reckless driving (police also found 
Mason in possession of marijuana). 
Spokesperson for the Rams said, “We 
are very disappointed of the incident 
involving Tre Mason,” again leaving the 
public questioning whether or not clubs 
are taking these arrests seriously enough.

Romo vs. Prescott
By: Maddy Dawley
 Dallas Cowboys’ player, Dak 
Prescott, has stepped in for starting 
quarterback, Tony Romo. Romo injured 
his back in a pre-season game and has 
been out since. Nobody knows when 
Romo will be healed and ready to play, 
but many question whether he will start 
again.
 Prescott led the team into week 
twelve with a 9-1 record. Already, 
Prescott has broken Tom Brady’s record 
for pass attempts without an interception 
and he is the number two quarterback 
in the NFL behind Matt Ryan from the 
Atlanta Falcons. Prescott has a 70 percent 
completion, 103.9 passer rating, and 
averages almost 250 yards per game. 
 Although he is playing 
phenomenally, people still believe that 
once Romo is healed that he should start 
as quarterback. Prescott, himself, said, 
“This is Tony’s team. I knew that going 
into the situation. I think everybody knew 
that. I’m just trying to do the best I can to 
give my team a chance to win week in and 
week out.” 
 The Cowboys have been 
Romo’s team since 2006, and fans of his 
don’t believe that Prescott, the rookie 
quarterback, should start over him. Yet 
with Romo as quarterback last season, the 
Cowboys suffered a record of only four 
wins and twelve losses. With Prescott 
filling in for him this season, the Cowboys 
are dominating with only one loss against 
the New York Giants. 
 There still is a lot of controversy 
on who deserves the better spot as starting 
quarterback. “We’re going to have a very, 
very, very good situation to make decisions 
around,” says Jerry Jones, owner of the 
Dallas Cowboys. With Prescott’s amazing 
performance this season and the fact that 
Romo has been on the starting line for the 
past decade, the decision will be difficult 
for Jerry Jones and coach of the team, 
Jason Garrett. 

Janathan Newsome former Collt was arrested with marijuana.                                             Stock Photo
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By: Megan Henderson 
 To start Toledo Walleye’s home 
opener hockey game, artist, Joe Everson, 
sang “The Star-Spangled Banner.” 
Everson’s rendition caught the crowd off-
guard. He wowed the crowd by singing 
and painting at the same time. At first, it 
wasn’t clear what Everson was painting, 
but in the end, he gave the canvas a 
spin, so it was right side up, and it was 
a beautiful sight. Everson had painted the 
iconic photo of the raising of the flag at 
Iwo Jima. 
 Not only were the rink fans 
wowed by Everson’s performance, but so 
were people online. A video of Everson’s 
performance went viral on social media. 
Everson told Fox Carolina, “It’s kind 
of surreal. I feel like I have a duty to 
do, so I hang onto that to keep moving, 
but anytime we stop or think about 

Joe Everson’s Rendition of the National Anthem

what’s been happening it can feel a little 
overwhelming and exciting at the same 
time.” 
 According to Fox Carolina, 
the idea of his performance came 
from a personal loss. Everson’s cousin 
died fighting for his country. This loss 
influenced Everson’s paintings. Everson 
hopes that others will share “his love for 
his country and can relate to what he’s 
sought out to accomplish.” 
 To give back to the U.S., Everson 
donated his last painting to charity and 
hopes to continue doing so. He said, “I’ve 
been given so much in this country from 
other people who have invested in me, 
from people who fight for the country. I 
hope that people can catch the fever and 
feel the same way through the music and 
through the visual.”

By: Nicole Funk, Jordyn Neece and Staff Editors

 From the NFL to the NBA, players 
have been accused of and sometimes 
convicted of domestic violence. Once 
again an NFL player has been arrested for 
abusing his wife. Josh Brown, the New 
York Giants kicker, was charged with 
assault on May 22, 2015. His case was 
closed a few months ago, but has recently 
been reopened.  
 Ray Rice (former running back, 
Baltimore Ravens) was involved in one of 
the most controversial and public cases of 
domestic violence in professional sports. 
On February 14, 2014, a video was taken 
from inside an elevator showing Ray Rice 
punching his fiancée, now wife Janay 
Rice, and dragging her out of the elevator. 
Later that night, Rice was arrested on 
assault charges. Rice spoke out about the 
incident saying, he “failed miserably,” 

Domestic Violence in the Sports Industry  

but wasn’t a total failure because he 
was getting treatment. His wife also 
apologized for having part in the incident 
that night. Sacramento Kings player, 
Darren Collison, recently pled guilty to 
domestic violence. Collison was arrested 
at his home for assaulting his wife. He 
was sentenced to 20 days in jail and three 
years of informal probation.
 The NFL introduced a new system 
of punishment for anyone involved in 
domestic violence or sexual assault. The 
player is supposed to automatically get a 
six-game suspension. However, according 
to the New York Times, only three out 
of ten players have actually had the rule 
enforced on them.
 The sports industry overlooks 
many crimes. According to the Royal 
Review, professional athletes have been 

“murderers, rapists, child molesters, 
domestic abusers, and fraudsters” for 
years. Recently, pro  sports teams have 
been criticized for overlooking patterns 
of domestic violence. Initially, Ray Rice 
was suspended for only two games; after 
a public uproar regarding the punishment, 
he was suspended indefinitely. Josh Brown 
was suspended indefinitely, but with pay. 
This decision is also controversial to those 
who feel this is too lenient.
 Domestic violence not only hurts 
victims physically, but it also hurts them 
mentally. In recent statistics, women 
who have been beaten by their intimate 
partners are 12 times more likely to 
commit suicide.

Stock Photo
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Thanksgiving Celebrations in 
Different Cultures

By: Natalie Wright

 It’s hard to comprehend that 
people around the world don’t share 
the same customs like celebrating 
Thanksgiving. There are countless 
traditions surrounding the holiday that go 
unnoticed here in America. During this 
time of year, countries across the globe are 
setting the table, and sitting down to share 
a meal with the people they care about—
the idea is the same, but the specifics of 
the celebration itself differ.
 Canada arguably has the 
most similar traditions to American 
Thanksgiving. It is celebrated on the 
second Monday of Oct. Canadian 
Thanksgiving occurs at the same time as 
the European harvest festivals. Families 
enjoy turkey dinners with sides like 
mashed potatoes, stuffing, and corn, 
accompanied by desserts made from 
personal recipes.
 In some places, the holiday is 
celebrated for multiple days, such as the 
Chinese Thanksgiving, which lasts eight 
days. It is said that the moon is brightest 

on the fifteenth day of the eighth lunar 
month (between Sept. eighth and Oct. 
seventh), where people can reunite friends 
and loved ones. The Korean Chuseok, 
one of the three major holidays in 
Korea, lasts three days. During this time, 
families share stories, dance, dress in 
costumes, and honor their dead ancestors 
by feasting on rice cakes filled with red 
beans. Liberia, a country in West Africa, 
actually has a Thanksgiving celebration 
inspired by the one in America. On top of 
the American customs they follow, there 
are several traditions from their culture 
involved. Their version of Thanksgiving 
is celebrated the first Thursday in 
November, and their foods differ slightly.
 No two continents or countries 
celebrate Thanksgiving exactly the same, 
and even each family has traditions that 
another may not. However, what truly 
matters is the fact that the holiday reminds 
people of what they have to be thankful 
for.

Veggies and Vegans: 
This Is Our Season
By: Brooke Dominello
 Tis the season for stuffing, 
casseroles, pumpkins and potatoes, when 
people come together to celebrate life and 
give thanks for those in it. Almost everyone 
can appreciate the holiday, except for the 
turkeys, who don’t appreciate the national 
tradition of gorging on gobbling fowl. In 
fact, according to the National Turkey 
Federation, approximately 46 million 
birds were killed for Thanksgiving in 
2013. 
  Those people who are vegetarian, 
whether for only a few months or for years, 
will be having two servings of pumpkin 
pie. This time of year is extremely 
difficult for people who choose to cut 
meat out of their lives. No, it’s not the fact 
that they have to restrain themselves from 
sinking our herbivore fangs into a  cooked 
corpse, because believe me (a bona fide 
vegetarian), they have zero interest in 
touching any meat. Yet, what seems to 
be the favored sarcastic line at every 
family dinner, “Plants have feelings too!” 
seems to be an unanimous opinion among 
omnivores. 
 Over the years, plant-based 
diets have become more mainstream. 
Approximately 3.4 of the U.S. population 
are vegetarians and the market for 
vegetarian food exceeds $2.46 billion. 
 Some might say that it is tradition 
to eat turkey and ham for the winter 
holidays, and we should follow in our 
ancestors steps, but “Scholars can’t even 
confirm that a turkey was present at the 
first ‘Turkey Day’” (CNN) Not to mention 
that Thanksgiving wasn’t even a holiday 
until 1863 when Lincoln declared it a 
National Holiday. Not that tradition isn’t 
significant, but as CNN stated, “History 
is fraught with some pretty terrible 
traditions.”
  Don’t be surprised if there is a 
vegetarian celebrating with you this year. 
Just remember, you don’t need to be a 
level 5 vegan to keep cruelty off the table.

Happy Thanksgiving Figurine.                                                                                       By: Jessica Stronach
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By: Ashley Seldon

Easy, Breezy, Beautiful CoverBoy 

By: Arianna Velázquez

 Most people have heard of 
websites and apps like Wish, DressLily, 
and AliExpress, but have they actually 
ordered off of these sites? There are many 
risks when ordering online as it is, but 
these websites make it even more difficult 
for consumers to find good quality items.
 Some websites put out pictures of 
electronics, clothing, and beauty products 
that look high in value, and ultimately 
draw customers in.  Even more alluring 
are their low prices. However, these 
popular websites often falsely advertise 
their goods and mislead consumers. Many 
of these companies are based in China, so 
it takes a great amount of time for orders 
to arrive to their intended destination, and 
when they finally get there, they are often 
not as expected.
 Molly Podeszwa, MHS senior, 

Consumers Beware 

stated about her experience with Wish, “I 
had ordered off of Wish before and the item 
I received was what was advertised on the 
website, it just seemed a bit cheap, which 
made sense considering the low price I got 
it for. However, the next time I ordered 
off of Wish I had a completely different 
experience. I ordered this necklace for 
$1 and when it arrived (one month after 
the expected arrival date), it was a totally 
different item. The charm wasn’t the same 
as the one advertised, and the chain was 
already broken in the packaging.” 
 Camille Williams, an MHS 
graduate, was also interviewed, and she 
had a lot to say about DressLily.com. “I 
bought some really cute leggings off of 
this site, and I was so excited for them to 
arrive … but when they got to my doorstep 
I was more than disappointed. One pant 

leg was longer than the other, and they 
were super baggy around the ankles. I 
feel like I could have made these with my 
eyes closed and still have gotten a better 
result.” 
 These consumers were clearly 
disappointed with these particular 
websites and the service, or disservice, 
that they received. Yes, they offer plenty 
of things for cheap prices, but sometimes 
items cost more because consumers are 
paying for good quality. There are plenty 
of other online stores that have been 
notorious for misleading customers, so be 
careful when shopping online, especially 
during the upcoming holiday season.

James Charles, a 17-year-old YouTube 
sensation, who’s fleeky eyebrow tutorials 
and winged eyeliner videos that made 
him internet famous, was recruited by 
CoverGirl. Charles released a campaign 
with Covergirl revealing his makeup 
designs as the first-ever CoverBoy.
 The Washington Post reported, 
“…For the first time since it was founded 
in 1961, CoverGirl’s representative will 
be male. And not just any male. It will be 
17-year old James Charles, a teenager who 
rose to fame on social media, by creating 
YouTube videos in which he teaches 
men and women how to apply makeup.” 
Charles is famous for his boundary 
breaking looks, and his lack of inhibition 
in expressing himself freely—everything 
the brand advocates. 
 This just goes to show how society 

is gradually becoming more tolerant in 
accepting gays, transgenders, and other 
members of the LGBTQ community. 
Other celebrities like Bretman Rock, who 
has also publicly released news regarding 
his sexuality, is happy to share his full 
glam looks and fiery fashion sense with 
the world. 
 Charles has been passionate 
about makeup and equal rights for quite 
some time now, and he’s excited for the 
new platform so that he can use to spread 
awareness, via Instagram. He wrote, “I 
am so honored and excited to be working 
with such an iconic brand…I truly hope 
that this shows anyone and everyone can 
wear makeup.” You can catch Charles, 
starring in CoverGirl’s next mascara 
campaign and hopefully changing pop 
culture, as we know it. Stock Photo
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Van’s Culinary Corner:
Anthony J’s 

By: Van Heller

 This week’s VCC takes us further 
down the coastline to Mystic. Out of the 
countless eateries located in the seaport, 
I decided to dine at Anthony J’s Italian 
Bistro. This little gem is in between The 
Engine Room and S&P Oyster House, so 
you wouldn’t even notice it without the 
intoxicating smells released from its front 
door. 
 When looking at the meals 
in the menu, I felt like I was about to 
rescue a puppy from a shelter. I couldn’t 
bear just picking one, but after careful 
consideration my party and I decided to 
start off with the steamed mussels in a 
spicy garlic marinara sauce. If there is 
anything better than dipping warm bread 
rolls in the delicious seafood red sauce, 
please tell me and that will be in my next 
food escapade.
 From there I moved on to my 
entrée; I ordered the Carbonara pasta 
dish. The dish was Fettuccine in an 
alfredo sauce with sausage, peas, bacon, 
mushrooms, and spinach incorporated 

into it. The meal was hefty and rich with 
an interesting combination of flavors that 
resulted in a filling meal. The thought 
of ordering a desert after tackling that 
behemoth would be like wanting to go for 
a 5K after finishing a marathon for fun. 
 Anthony J’s makes the cliental 
comfortable. You’ll feel like you’re 
eating at your house enjoying a home 
cooked meal from your Italian Aunt 
Maria. I wouldn’t even mind going to 
AJ’s by myself because of all the artwork 
stretching across the interior. Whether 
it’s a group of jazz musician busts lined 
around the bar, or the quirky mural on the 
wall illustrating a bustling restaurant from 
the 1980s, wherever you look, there’s art. 
It’s interesting how you can be in the busy 
streets of downtown Mystic untill you 
enter AJ’s and all of sudden the tempo 
changes to a calm atmosphere and life 
slows down for a second for a nice meal.

Empty Donation Boxes
By: Abigale Houser
 Many clubs at MHS put out 
cardboard boxes in English classrooms 
and the office in hope that students will 
donate to their cause. However, these 
cardboard boxes are sitting in classrooms 
dusty and empty because no one is 
donating.
 The lack of participation in MHS 
has created many cancellations in our 
school. For example, Mr. MHS hasn’t 
run for years and the lip sync battle was 
canceled due to not enough students 
signing up. 
 If no one donates to the clubs that 
have the boxes in the designated rooms, 
the clubs don’t have the donated items 
needed to give back to the community. It 
results in the club looking bad, and also 
our school. 
 Announcements for these 
donation boxes are made in the morning 
and at the end of each school day. These 
announcements are rarely heard because 
of loud students who are eager for the bell 
to ring to dismiss them. This is a factor 
in the students’ lack of participation. 
Students don’t hear the announcements 
and don’t know there is a fundraiser going 
on or where the boxes are located.
 Another reason why students may 
not be donating is because they don’t care. 
Students who are a part of the clubs that 
are donating usually donate; however, if it 
doesn’t affect students directly they don’t 
feel obligated to donate. 
 Everyone should donate but 
not everyone does and it is a problem. 
Montville High School is a wonderful 
school with wonderful people but we 
need to start doing wonderful things. 
These donation boxes should be filled to 
the brim. As a school we need to work 
together to help our community.
 We can’t leave it up to the clubs 
to donate. Students and teachers need to 
donate. We need to help people in their 
time of need.

Anthony J’s in Mystic.                                                                                                               Stock Photo
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OPINION

By: Maddy Dawley

The iPhone 7

By: Abigale Houser

 “If a person is raped, look for 
the rapist, and not the reason,” poet 
FreeQuency demands in the conclusion 
of her “‘I’m Sorry’ Poem.” People like 
FreeQuency have started shining light on 
the problems of rape and rape culture. For 
years rape has been a problem in colleges, 
but as the years go on it seems as though 
the same problems are reaching down to 
younger people. Technology now is so 
prevalent, that some rapists have recorded 
their crimes and ruined victims’ lives 
through social media. 
 A new Netflix documentary, 
Audrie and Daisy, has come out and 
shocked many. In 2012, Audrie Pott was a 
sophomore at Saratoga High School when 
she attended a house party. Pott woke up 
hung over with lewd messages written 
in marker all over her body including 

Audrie and Daisy

her private areas. Pictures of Pott’s body 
were shared throughout the whole school 
and on social media. Pott ended her life 
eight days later at only fifteen years old. 
Two of the boys who did this to Pott were 
sentenced to thirty days in jail. Those 
days were served on weekends so that 
the boys could continue attending high 
school. Daisy, at age fourteen, went to a 
get together with seventeen-year-old boys 
and drank alcohol. Daisy accused the 
seventeen-year-old and a fifteen-year-old 
of raping her. Another boy recorded the act 
on a cellphone. Daisy attempted suicide 
but thankfully failed. Police dropped the 
case and only the fifteen-year-old boy was 
sentenced. The seventeen-year-old boy 
had a politically connected family, which 
of course meant he didn’t get sentenced.  
Daisy is now finding solace in speaking 

with girls who are also survivors of rape.
Former Stanford University swimmer, 
Brock Turner was sentenced to six months 
in jail for sexual assault. He only served 
three months. Turner’s parents believed 
that six months in jail was a harsh sentence. 
“That is a steep price to pay for 20 minutes 
of action out of his 20 plus years of life,” 
Turner’s father said about the verdicts. 
Due to his short sentence, many were 
outraged. Cases like Audrie and Daisy 
and Brock Turner are causing activists 
like FreeQuency to stand up and tell these 
judges who are sentencing these rapists 
that it isn’t right to let a rapist off with a 
slap on the wrist. Especially when many 
sexual assault victims are traumatized 
and have attempted suicide. There is no 
justification for rape. If someone doesn’t 
say yes, it is rape. No means no.

 People were excited for the 
release of the iPhone 7 which came out 
on Sept. 7. Apple has already made many 
updates to this new device to make it the 
phone that everyone has to have.
 The iPhone 7 now has a much 
longer battery life-- extended by two 
hours, so one won’t have to go out and 
worry about their phone dying so quickly. 
 This new and improved gadget 
is also much harder to break due to the 
new home button, stickier finish, and the 
fact that it is water resistant. Instead of 
the home button that clicks like previous 
iPhones, the new button is touch sensitive. 
This update makes the phone more 
customizable and durable. The stickier 
finish on the phone makes it hard to slip 
out of someone’s hands so it won’t crack as 
easily. Although this improvement makes 

the phone much safer, one may still want a 
case on the new jet black model, because 
it’s still very easy to scratch. The phone is 
also water resistant so taking it out in the 
rain won’t ruin it, but it’s probably not a 
smart decision to take it in the swimming 
pool.
 The one new thing people seem 
to be mad about is the removal of the 
headphone jack. With this update, one 
can’t listen to music with headphones and 
charge the phone at the same time. This 
seems to be a useless update, because most 
people like to use headphones while they 
listen to music to avoid distracting others. 
Not being able to charge your phone at the 
same time if needed is an inconvenience 
for many people. Overall the iPhone 7 
seems to be a great update, but a difficult 
transition for some Apple users. Photo By: Fernanda Reyes
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LIFE
Snow Report this Winter 

By: Van Heller

 Ski resorts across the northeast 
are excited for this year’s winter. As 
a result of El Niña, weather analysists 
expect that this year’s winter will be long 
and coated with snow. Not everyone may 
like the winter months, but it has been 
so long since a solid snow storm hit this 
region of the United States, it’s about time 
that the mountains get a little powder.
Ski resorts such as Killington have already 
accumulated a larger snow base this year 
than all of last year combined and it’s only 
the beginning of the season. Northeastern 
US is expected to have frequent storms 
for the duration of the winter with above-
normal snowfall that could last until the 
middle part of spring. It may even average 
three to five degrees Fahrenheit lower 
than last winter. 
 This news may be frustrating to 
hear from warm weather lovers, but to the 
select few who enjoy driving up to northern 
New England to ski or snowboard it’s a 
sign of relief. A decent winter seems like a 

distant memory to some people in Conn., 
and even seeing snow fall ironically could 
give people a warm feeling in their hearts.
 For those shredders out there, 
however, the odds are in their favor for 
a good winter. Hopefully this year Conn. 
will get several heavy snowfalls and 
resorts like Ski Sundown and Powder 
Ridge will get some inches of natural 
powder and be rideable for locals who 
can’t always make the trip up north. With 
El Nina in the forecast, Powder Ridge 
may get to lose its nickname Dirty Ridge.  
Pray, do a dance, say a chant, whatever…
just hope for a good season.
 New England winters are always a 
toss-up though, sometimes the region gets 
hammered, sometimes the ground hardly 
gets a dusting. There’s a reason why the 
term “ice coast” is used by western riders. 
Let’s hope this year the skiing season will 
be long and profitable.

Flourishing in 
Finland 
By: Andrew Petherick
 SAT/ACT, academic competition, 
standardized testing, class ranking, and 
acceptance letters are a quick description 
of a typical student’s stress around the 
world.  Finland, however, has defied these 
norms. The education system in Finland 
revolves around the idea of equality. This 
means that there aren’t private schools 
(all schools are 100% state-funded), 
each student is evaluated and provided 
the special and individual help needed, 
and finally, there are no gifted programs. 
Along with this, the Finnish don’t require 
standardized testing until the students 
are in their teens.  In fact, children in 
Finland don’t even start school until they 
are seven-years-old. The Finnish simply 
don’t have the competition or stress kids 
do in America or other countries around 
the world. The Finnish dispute the idea 
of homework and give students 300 more 
hours of recess than America does. 
       The graduation rate in Finland 
is 93 percent, which is 17.5 percent higher 
than America, and 66 percent of Finnish 
students go on to college (most students 
study within the country). 
 Many Americans, mainly 
conservative Republicans, don’t agree 
with this educational system and believe 
it will fail. Americans can’t fathom the 
idea of no competition, but are outscored 
by the Finnish in almost all aspects of 
standardized testing.  Of course, the 
United States population is larger, so it is 
hard to compare, but the Finnish seem to 
be out testing us and students seem to be 
more successful and less stressed.
  Over 40 years ago Finland was 
ranked as one of worst educational 
systems in the world proving that reforms 
can produce great results. In 2015, the 
nation ranked fifth in the world. They have 
ranked as high as third. Currently, the only 
countries above Finland are South Korea, 
Japan, Singapore, and Hong Kong.

A family enjoying the skiing.                                                                                                        Stock Photo
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LIFE

By: Lilly Pastrana 

Samsung Phones Exploding 

By: Van Heller

 Uber, Lyft, and other ride-
sharing technologies were created to 
make transit for the public more efficient. 
These apps also were created to dilute the 
discrimination issues that were tied with 
the cab industry. A study has revealed 
that there has been some significant 
differences in experiences for riders due 
to their ethnicity however. 
 African Americans in Seattle, WA 
wait an estimate of 16-28 percent longer 
to get accepted for a ride than white 
riders. The wait for their rides were 29-
35 percent longer than for Caucasians. 
The racial injustice in transportation also 
occurred in Boston. Black Uber riders 
were three times more likely to have 
their ride cancelled after being confirmed 
than white riders. From an article in The 
Atlantic magazine, “…riders with “black-

Discrimination of Uber Drivers in Boston

sounding names” were significantly more 
likely to be canceled than those with 
“white-sounding names.” 
 Besides racial issues with these 
businesses, there has been discriminatory 
treatment against women riders. Women 
have reported that male drivers have 
purposely taken longer routes to their 
destination and even gone through 
the same intersections twice on their 
trips. Male drivers have been known to 
exercise combinations of profiteering and 
flirtation that have caused women to feel 
uncomfortable and unwilling to use the 
applications in the future. These issues 
have been brought up to the leaders of 
these apps to try and stop these incidents.
 Rachel Holt (Head of Uber’s 
North American operations) wrote in a 
statement to Bloomberg, “Discrimination 

has no place in society and no place 
on Uber. We believe Uber is helping 
reduce transportation inequities across 
the boards, but studies like this one are 
helpful in thinking about how we can do 
even more.” 
 Adrian Durbin (Spokesperson for 
Lyft) said in a statement, “We are extremely 
proud of the positive impact Lyft has on 
communities of color. Because of Lyft, 
people living in underserved area—which 
taxis have historically neglected—are 
now able to access convenient, affordable 
rides. And we provide this service while 
maintaining an inclusive and welcoming 
community, and do not tolerate any form 
of discrimination.” 

 Since the release of the Samsung 
Note 7, there have been several reports 
of the phones overheating and catching 
on fire. Although these phones are made 
with a longer lasting and larger battery, it 
is the battery that appears to be the cause 
of these problems. According to Amy B. 
Wang, writer for the Washington Post, 
a man by the name of Jonathan Strobel 
was burnt severely after his Note 7 burst 
into flames as he attempted to remove it 
from his pocket. Another man’s phone 
began smoking on an airplane in early 
September, causing uproar from the other 
passengers. 
 Due to the recent issues, the 
company decided to recall the phones. 
They offered their customers new phones 
to compensate for the damaged ones. The 
Note 7’s battery contains lithium-ion, and 
according to Samsung, the lithium-ion 

has the capability of overheating. The 
overheating led to the phones catching on 
fire. 
 According to Samsung.com, 
Samsung responded to the incidents, 
“We are currently conducting a thorough 
inspection with our suppliers to identify 
possible affected batteries in the market, 
however because our customers’ safety 
is an absolute priority at Samsung, we 
have stopped sales of the Galaxy Note 7.” 
Samsung is advising their customers to stop 
the use of this phone immediately because 
it is “a safety risk.” They say to shut the 
phone down and call the store when one 
bought it. Samsung said, “… If you own 
a Galaxy Note 7, it is extremely important 
to stop using your device, power it down, 
and immediately exchange it using our 
U.S. Note 7 Exchange Program.” Stock Photo
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MHS NEWS
Winter Sports

By: Emmiley Genua

 Students at MHS started hitting 
the weight room and training for their 
upcoming season. The girl’s basketball 
team, coached by Sam Chueng, is 
determined to have a winning season this 
year. Senior captain, Brooke Lavallie 
said, “Our goal this year is to make it to 
States and finish the season playing better 
basketball then when we started.” Their 
returning players are Brooke Lavallie, 
Maddy Campbell, Brianna Leone, 
Emmiley Genua, Emily Meigs, and Kara 
Beaupre.
 The boys’ basketball team, 
coached by Mr. Wainright is looking for 
a different approach to this season. Senior 
captain, Cam Collins said, “Our team goal 
is to get a double digit amount of wins 
and to qualify for the state tournament.” 
Seniors, Gilbert Calash and Seamus Barry 
agree with Collins. 
 The indoor track members are 
also getting ready for their season. Some 
members have been going for runs after 
school and others go and work out in the 

weight room. Their indoor track meets 
will either be held at Hillhouse or at the 
Coast Guard. 
 Coached by Mr. Wilcox, wrestlers 
are starting up their workouts in order to 
be prepared for their season. Junior, Dane 
Concascia said, “Hopefully this season we 
work to our full potential and win ECC’s 
and bring back a plaque for winning states 
as well.” The wrestling team works hard 
every year. This season they are going to 
try to achieve their goals.
 Winter cheerleaders are pumped 
up for their competitions and to cheer at 
the basketball games this season. They’re 
prepared for the upcoming season and 
have already held their tryouts. Senior 
captain, Nicole Funk, said, “we definitely 
want to win states. We have a very talented 
team and we are determined to win a state 
championship, and we want to place top 
three at least.” 

The Cost of Applying to 
College  
By: Nicole Funk

 Tuition, room and board, and 
books aren’t the only costs that potential 
college students are worrying about 
nowadays. Along with those hefty costs 
which averaged $32,405 for private 
colleges, $9,410 for in-state public 
colleges and universities, and $23,893 
for out-of-state public colleges and 
universities in 2016 (www.collegedata.
com.), students now have to worry about 
application fees and score sends as well. 
 The average application fee in 
2015 was $41, and most people don’t only 
apply to one school; the average student 
applies to from six to eight schools. 
Along with these application fees, which 
definitely add up, a prospective student 
also has to send their test scores to 
most of the schools they are applying to 
(unless they are applying test optional). 
The cost to send one ACT score is either 
$12 or $16.50, depending on what type 
of shipping your prospective school 
requires. The price to send one SAT score 
is $11.25 per score report. Keep in mind, 
those prices are just for one score report. 
 Senior Andrew Petherick 
applied to 5 schools: University of 
Maine, University of Minn., UCONN, 
Assumption College, and Univ. of 
Colorado, Boulder. Although he received 
one fee waiver (University of Minnesota), 
he still had to pay a hefty $297.50 to 
apply to these schools and to send his SAT 
scores. 
 Although it is possible to receive 
application fee waivers and to waive the 
price of your score sends, most people 
either don’t apply to the schools they 
receive waivers for or they do not receive 
them. They may not apply due to lack of 
interest or simply because they are burnt 
out by the application process. 
 If the cost of applying to college 
wasn’t so expensive, many students would 
be able to put more money to books, food, 
and other necessities while at school. 

Wrestling Practice.                                                 .                                         Photo By: Fernanda Reyes
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MHS NEWS

By: Arianna Velázquez

 The MHS Drama Club was at it 
again! This year’s winter play was The 
Museum by Tina Howe, and the members 
of drama club really did it justice. 
Although the production did not have 
much of a plot, the humor it displayed 
resonated well with the audience and 
didn’t leave room for any dull moments 
throughout the performance. A group 
of unique characters wind up in a 
museum for the art exhibit “The Broken 
Silence”.  A flustered security guard 
watches over the zany group. Whether 
it was dealing with the constant flow of 
people getting permission to sketch and 
photograph the art from the director, or 
the overwhelmingly large crowd stealing 
clothespins, this security guard definitely 
had a lot on his plate. 
 Hannah Sheppo, MHS Senior, 

The MuseuM

went to the production for all three nights, 
and she said, “I thought it was really 
funny, I enjoyed it. I really liked the 
gay couple (played by Chris Jaskiewicz 
and Duncan Brown), and I liked the 
appearance of Steve Williams (played by 
Austin Glidden).” A few of the actors also 
had a lot to say about behind the scenes of 
the entire play and the actual execution of 
it all. Duncan Brown, MHS Junior, who 
played the role of Bob Lamb, spoke on his 
experience in the play, “This was my first 
play actually acting, but I have done tech 
crew in the past. It’s very different working 
as an actor rather than working in tech 
crew, but it’s so much fun, nonetheless.” 
Chris Jaskiewicz, MHS Sophomore, who 
played Willard, said, “This was my first 
play in the high school, but I did drama 
club at Tyl. This play was tough to get 

because it was not a plot based play, it was 
a character based play, so it was important 
to understand your character and identify 
with them.” Rachael Ilvento, MHS Senior, 
and tech crew lighting director said, “I 
didn’t think it was going to be successful, 
but we pulled it together, and even though 
we had some struggles, we still managed 
to get through it and have a great show.”
 The woman herself, Ms. Walsh 
spoke about why she chose the play and 
her opinions on the performance, “I’m 
friends with the playwright and I wanted 
something with big characters, so they 
would really light up the stage. I thought 
the cast and crew did a very good job, they 
really came through in the performance 
and were exceptional. My favorite part 
was when Gilbert Calash went on stage 
and started signing the artwork.”

By: Andrew Petherick

Humans of MHS: Sydney Douchette

How have the upperclassmen helped 
you?
They showed me to my classes, and they 
helped me feel welcomed.

What is life like at your house and 
school with triplets?
 [ At home] It is kind of crazy having two 
other siblings that are the same age as me 
in the same house. At school, it helps out 
because we are all in the same grade. It 
is also awesome that my brother (Ryan 
Douchette) plays for the football team, 
and I can cheer him on at football games.

Do you know what field you want to go 
into yet?
I hope to work in a hospital later in life. 
[Specifically] I would probably want to go 
into the surgery field or working trauma 
in the ER (emergency room) because 
it’s very interesting and since my dad is 
a paramedic I have already seen some a 
career in the medical field.

What are your opinions on attending 
athletic events and what event is your 
favorite to watch?
I like to watch football because I think it’s 
interesting and I just overall like plus I 
like cheering for it. I also like to go to any 
athletic events to support my friends and 
the teams.

Photo By: Jessica Stronach
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Guess the Senior

By: Nicole Funk

 Will Americans be the new 
Martians? According to President Obama, 
the answer is yes! On October 13 the 
President announced at the White House 
Frontiers Conference in Pittsburgh that 
NASA plans to send astronauts to Mars 
by 2030. The purpose of the White 
House Frontiers Conference is to “find 
ways to improve science, technology, 
and innovation in the United States and 
to ‘find the next frontiers’” according to 
space.com. 
 Mars is currently uninhabitable 
because of its environment and atmosphere. 
For starters, Mars has no evidence of 
liquid water on its surface. Along with 
that, it’s atmosphere is 100 times thinner 
than Earth’s and is 95% carbon dioxide, 
2.7% nitrogen, and 0.13% oxygen. Earths 
atmosphere is made of 78% nitrogen, 21% 

Obama’s Space Program: Americans to Martians?

oxygen, and gases like carbon dioxide 
only make up a tenth of a percent of the 
atmosphere. So, needless to say, Mars 
has extremely thin air. To make matters 
worse, Mars is known to have huge dust 
storms which fill the thin air with dust 
for months. Mars also has an average 
temperature of -80 degrees Fahrenheit, 
and sometimes it snows carbon dioxide. 
Finally, its surface is iron covered.
 To achieve the goal of putting 
people on Mars, NASA administrator, 
Charles Bolden, introduced two initiatives. 
The first one is the “NextSTEP” program. 
The purpose of the program is to ask private 
companies to design and produce space 
habitats that are effective in protecting 
humans from the harsh temperatures and 
conditions of Mars. The second initiative 
has NASA fostering innovation in the 

International Space Station (ISS). One 
way they are doing this is by asking a 
private sector to design ways to dock at 
and utilize the ISS, for future American-
Martians to use. 
 While NASA promised its 
commitment and support, Obama is 
determined to reach his goals before 
them. The president stated, according to 
space.com, “The space race we won not 
only contributed immeasurably important 
technical and medical advances, but it also 
inspired a new generation of scientists 
and engineers with the right stuff to keep 
America on the cutting edge.”
 So, fellow Americans, look out 
for another American flag floating in 
space in the next decade! 

 Last issue’s Guess the Senior was 
Arianna Velázquez. This issue’s Guess 
the Senior thinks she’s in between being 
passive aggressive and assertive. She 
does not play an instrument, but would 
like to learn how to play the drums. She 
likes country music, and she doesn’t like 
classical music. Her favorite memory in 
high school was dressing up as Jesus for 
Turn Back the Clock Day. If she could 
have anything she wanted, the first thing 
she’d wish for would be a beach house in 
Hawaii.
 Her favorite number is seven. 
At the moment, she is most excited for 
college. Her favorite hobby when she was 
little was gymnastics. Her zodiac sign is 
a Capricorn and she does believe in the 
horoscope. Her biggest pet peeve is when 
people are grammatically incorrect. She 
brings a lunch to school, and she usually 

brings goldfish, apple juice, strawberries, 
and a sandwich. She prefers salty food 
more than sweet food. She opens her 
chocolate kiss wrappers from the top and 
then slides the paper out from underneath. 
If she were a fruit, she would be a dragon 
fruit because they’re so interesting, pretty, 
and taste really good.
 She has two sisters. She went to 
Murphy Elementary School, and when 
asked if she thought she was a cute kid she 
said, “No, I was the ugliest child alive.” 
Her best piece of advice for underclassmen 
is, “Definitely try hard throughout high 
school,” and “don’t slack off.” Her favorite 
state is Hawaii, where she wants her beach 
house. She’s interested in rugby, but she 
says she could never play it. Her favorite 
holiday is Christmas. The last movie she 
watched was “The Blind Side.” Photo By:  Mystery Senior


